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Pro-Vision offer the new range from Dedicated Micros
Pro-Vision Distribution Limited, the national distributor of branded CCTV and Access
Control, have cemented their relationship with Dedicated Micros (part of AD Group)
by supporting their new range of innovative products.
David Westwood, External Sales Manager for Pro-Vision told us, "Dedicated Micros’
new products include an enhanced version of the SD Advanced hybrid DVR with HD
analogue and HD IP support in models over 6TB, the Ice2 HD analogue camera
range, the SmartVu IP camera range with remote focus as standard and the SD
Advanced NVR which provides desktop HD video surveillance for up to 32 SmartVu
IP cameras.
The enhanced SD Advanced hybrid DVR, when paired with Ice2 HD analogue
cameras, is ideal for legacy upgrades as it provides a professional and fully featured
path up to HD quality using existing coax cabling. The Ice2 cameras can run in either
standard definition, where they can be used with any Dedicated Micros analoguecapable DVR, or in 720p HD mode when paired with the enhanced SD Advanced.”
David added, “Based on the popular NVR Media Server the SD Advanced NVR is a
secure, robust professional HD IP video solution. Its built-in Closed IPTV layer 3
switch allows up to 16 SmartVu IP cameras to be directly plugged into the product. It
is also expandable for up to 32 cameras with the addition of another 16 port Closed
IPTV switch.”
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